Texas Court Clerks Association
Annual Conference Guidelines

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Titanium $15,000+
- Two adjacent complimentary exhibit booths;
- First choice in Conference Lanyard, Bag, or Hotel Door Card distributed to all participants which will be provided by TCCA (choose two);
- Two full page ads in the TCCA Conference Vendor Guide distributed to all participants;
- Two full page ads for one year in The Scribe, TCCA’s biannual newsletter;
- Inclusion in all conference email blasts to the TCCA membership;
- Introduction at the opening of the conference and five minutes to address conference Delegates after keynote address;
- Invitation to the Conference “Kickoff” and opportunity to address delegates;
- You may provide a short vendor infomercial and/or a PowerPoint highlighting your product; both of which will be played during breaks;
- A banner (approximately 3ft x 6ft) identifying you as a Titanium Sponsor of the Conference;
- 6 complimentary Banquet dinner tickets

Platinum $10,000+
- Complimentary exhibit booth (one to two depending on space);
- Conference Lanyard, Bag, or Hotel Door Card distributed to all participants to be provided by the TCCA;
- The Platinum selections will be determined after the Titanium sponsors have made their selection
- Full page ad in the TCCA Conference Vendor Guide distributed to all participants;
- Full page ad for one year in The Scribe, TCCA’s biannual newsletter;
- Inclusion in all conference email blasts to the TCCA membership;
- Introduction at the opening of the conference and three minutes to address conference Delegates after keynote address;
- Invitation to Conference “Kickoff”
- Will be provided with the opportunity to provide a short vendor infomercial or a PowerPoint highlighting your product which will be played during breaks;
- A banner (approximately 3ft x 5ft) identifying you as a Platinum Sponsor of the Conference;
- 4 complimentary Banquet dinner tickets

Gold $7,500+
- Complimentary exhibit booth;
- Half page ad in the TCCA Conference Vendor Guide distributed to all participants;
- Half page ad for one year in The Scribe, TCCA’s biannual newsletter;
- Inclusion in all conference email blasts to the TCCA membership;
- Introduction at the opening of the conference and one minute to address conference Delegates after keynote address;
- Will be provided with the opportunity to provide a short PowerPoint highlighting your product that will be shown during a break;
- A banner (approximately 3ft x 5ft) identifying you as a Gold Sponsor of the Conference;
- 2 complimentary Banquet dinner tickets

Silver $5,000+
- Complimentary exhibit booth;
- Quarter page ad in the TCCA Conference Vendor Guide distributed to all participants;
- Quarter page ad for one year in The Scribe, TCCA’s biannual newsletter;
- Inclusion in all conference email blasts to the TCCA membership;
- Will be provided with the opportunity to provide a PowerPoint slide that will be shown during a break;
- A banner (approximately 3ft x 5ft) identifying you as a Silver Sponsor of the Conference;
- 2 complimentary Banquet dinner tickets

All Sponsors photographs with the TCCA President will be featured in the Annual Conference Edition of the TCCA’s publication The Scribe.